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after the chaos incident, the chaos emeralds have
gone missing, and chaos has been sealed within
the master emerald. for centuries, the chaos
emeralds have remained lost and are only known
to be sought after by one chaos emerald-
obsessed girl, sonia stark. [48] sonia and her
friends would go to the mystic ruins to search for
the emeralds. however, their search for the chaos
emeralds would be interrupted by sonia's arch-
nemesis. [48] sonia's arch-nemesis is silver the
hedgehog. as a hedgehog, silver's speed and
strength are considered to be ridiculously high.
due to the fact that his life was threatened by
sonia, silver decided to go on a quest to find the
chaos emeralds. he arrived in the mystic ruins
and met up with his friends, tails the fox and
knuckles the echidna. he eventually met sonia,
and they decided to team up. [24] however, when
they were attacked by silver, sonia turned on
silver, and he was able to defeat her. [24] after
this, silver was enraged by the defeat and
decided to take the chaos emeralds for himself.
he proceeded to take them from their hiding
places and leave, with sonia in his wake. sonia
was able to take the chaos emeralds and use
them to power herself up, and she gained a super
state. sonia, furious at silver, decided to finish
him off, and she used the chaos emeralds to
attack silver, who was on the other side of the
emeralds. the attack had the desired effect, as
silver was destroyed. [49]
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beings, they allow different chaos powers, such as
chaos control, and can occasionally enhance the

wielder's abilities. harnessing all seven chaos
emeralds will bestow a person with a super state,
a form that grants flight, invulnerability, different

chaos powers, and increased innate talents.
additionally, a super state user can transfer their

power to others to bestow them with a super
state of their own. however, super states

generally do not last long, as they consume
tremendous amounts of energy. [25] the

emeralds' power can also be harnessed by
machinery, such as the eclipse cannon, for the

purpose of powering them. potentially, their
power can be used to create the most powerful

[9] nuclear bombs and even laser weapons. [26] –
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